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	THIS PREFACE IS BEING WRITTEN en route to London for

	my yearly pilgrimage to the All England Lawn Tennis and Croquet

	Club for The Championships, otherwise known as Wimbledon.

	This trip has become an annual opportunity to reflect upon the

	latest season of hockey, the sport that usually commands the bulk

	of my professional attention, and to get a different perspective

	on sport in general.





	The 2005–06 NHL season was unusual in a number of respects,

	not the least of which was a return to a style of hockey—a

	style with less hooking and interference and more scoring and

	creativity—that I believe will improve the game’s growth potential

	after years of sluggish growth, or even decline.

	Martin Brodeur is a giant in the world of hockey. He is the number-one goalie in the game today, and one of the greatest goaltenders of the modern age. He has been netminder for the New Jersey Devils for 13 years, leading them to three Stanley Cup victories and winning numerous individual awards in the process, including two Vezina trophies. A three-time Olympian for Canada, Brodeur was part of the gold-medal winning team at the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City. He was in goal when Team Canada captured the 2004 World Cup and has been a part of every major Canadian team since he broke into the NHL in 1992. He is rated as the fourth most popular and recognizable hockey player of all time (after Wayne Gretzky, Bobby Orr, and Mario Lemieux).


	In Brodeur: Beyond the Crease, the game's best netminder takes a candid, personal look at his career, his sport, the business of hockey, the evolution of the sport, and his journey to the apex of the modern game. It is one man's detailed, unique view of the kaleidoscope of intrigue and competitive chaos that defines today's NHL, a rare opportunity to understand the sport through the eyes of one of the game's most insightful athletes at the height of his abilities.


	Brodeur: Beyond the Crease traces Brodeur's career, revealing how he became the best, from minor hockey through junior to the NHL and Team Canada. It examines his rich national and personal hockey heritage, and the pivotal role his father and others played in his career, as well as his thoughts and insights on: being part of the effort that turned the New Jersey Devils around from being what Wayne Gretzky called "a Mickey Mouse organization" into one of the game's most powerful and successful franchises; being in the crease in 2002 when Canada ended a 50-year gold medal drought at the Olympics; being a Canadian and a Quebecer playing and living in the US; life as a husband and father of four, his love of motorcycles, and the lifestyle of the modern athlete; pursuing greatness and sporting records; the best goalies he’s ever seen and the best NHL shooters; how he prepares for game day; what it's like to be the wealthiest man ever to play his position, and what it was like to watch $8 million in salary fly out the window during the NHL lockout of 2004-2005.


	In association with award-winning sports journalist Damien Cox, the top goalie in the game takes us inside the game and beyond, to reveal the man behind the mask.
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Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 for Windows Applications: Introductory (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the finest textbooks in computer education. This
	Microsoft Visual Basic 2010 book utilizes an innovative step-by-step pedagogy, which
	integrates demonstrations of professional-quality programs with in-depth discussions
	of programming concepts and techniques and opportunities for hands-on practice...
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Defense and Detection Strategies against Internet WormsArtech House Publishers, 2003
This is the first book focused exclusively on Internet worms, offering you solid worm detection and mitigation strategies for your work in the field. This ground-breaking volume enables you to put rising worm trends into perspective with practical information in detection and defense techniques utilizing data from live networks, real IP addresses,...
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Essential RenderMan®Springer, 2007
When I wrote Essential RenderMan fast in 2002 it didn’t seem that I was writing about a moving target. The RenderMan API is a standard, and hence doesn’t change radically from release to release. However, once you start writing things down they seem to change far more quickly than you expect.

No sooner had the book gone to...
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A Practical Guide to the Wiring RegulationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The Third Edition has been updated to take account of the 2001 amendments to the Wiring Regulations, including revisions on:

-	protection against overcurrent


-	isolation and switching


-	zoning requirements for locations containing a bath or shower


-	construction site installations


-...
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Upgrading & Fixing Laptops For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Keep your laptop on top of its game!
Find out how to care for your laptop, what can go wrong, and what you can fix      

A laptop is much more than a PC that shrank. It has unique needs, and this book shows you how to meet them. You'll discover how to diagnose and fix common problems, replace parts, add external upgrades, and develop...
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Show Me Microsoft Office Access 2003Que, 2003
Microsoft Office Access 2003 provides powerful new tools with which to manage data, find and retrieve information faster than ever, share information, and integrate solutions with server side products. Access 2003 incorporates some of the latest technologies such as XML and Microsoft SharePoint to extend data exchange over an intranet or the...
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